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Key messages

1. What is holding us back from acting?

2. What does a low carbon economy mean for                 
(resource-intensive) Canada?

3. How to shift to clean growth: The three i’s

4. Can we do it?



Climate change is bad
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Climate Action Network, 2015

Canadians are concerned



But… economy beats environment
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Strong and consistent
growth in the

Canadian economy

Big improvements in
the quality of health

care

Ensuring a better
quality of life for

retired and elderly
people

Big reductions in
taxes

Big improvements in
the quality of our

environment

Big reductions in
crime

Abacus Data, 2015

If you could only choose one of these aspirations, which one would be your top priority?



“A carbon tax …. will destroy jobs and growth.”

Stephen Harper

The climate vs. economy trap



Seeing it today in ON and AB





How to 

convince 

Donald 

Trump



Likely to reward companies that are 

• energy efficient

• low polluting,

• eco-innovative, and

• use natural resources efficiently

across all sectors

The economy of the future…



Cleantech is booming

Annual global investment in renewable energy (US$bn)

Source: New Energy Finance, Worldwatch Institute



Cleantech is booming



But… so is global demand for resources

World demand 
for resources is 
projected to 
grow by 60% in 
next 20 years

Global demand 
for oil & gas at 
record levels 
(future?) 



Resource productivity – the $3T opportunity



Economy of vs Economy of 
today tomorrow?

= False choice



A. Among leaders in emerging 
‘green’ / clean tech. sectors 
(strategic niches)

and

B. World’s most 
environmentally responsible 
source of energy & natural 
resource products

= mutually reinforcing

Canada’s niche in greening global economy?



Niche: Leader in environmentally responsible 

resource production

1990s 2000s



Niche: Leader in environmentally responsible 

resource production?

2010 2020?



Decoupling



In 2014, for the first time in 40 years, 
global GDP grew while GHGs didn’t

Sweden

GDP +58%
Emissions -23%

(1990-2013)

US RGGI

GDP +9.2%
Emissions -18%

(2009-2013)

Ontario

GDP +11%
Emissions -19%

(2005-2013)

Denmark

GDP +38%
Emissions -25%

(1990-2012)

EU

GDP +45%
Emissions -19%

(1990-2012)

Brazil

GDP +101%
Emissions -15%

(1990-2013)

Decoupling



Competitiveness and environmental 

performance can go hand in hand



Shift to low carbon economy



HOW

to get there?

Key public policies to 

drive clean growth



How an economy works (sort of)



Coal vs. wind power 

base cost (2009)
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Coal vs. wind power 

with environment and health costs
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1Incentives (pricing) can steer the market

Credit: ParksandGardenUK



Pricing pollution – 2 main ways

Pigou: “Tax / Fee” Dales: “Markets”



Why?  Pricing vs. regulation

Lower cost

Flexible (re how to reduce)

Firms have different cost curves

Promote innovation

Continuous incentive to go further



Carbon pricing worldwide



It works:  BC’s carbon tax shift

• BC GHGs drop 6% vs ROC in 6 yrs

• BC GDP outpaces ROC (by < 1%) in 6 years

Greenery in Canada
We have a winner
B.C. carbon tax woos sceptics
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It works

EU carbon taxes

COMETR study 



It works

RGGI (U.S. N-E) cap and trade

GDP

GHGs

RGGI 
Announced

RGGI 
Begins



Carbon pricing: key to clean growth

“The price signal is the most powerful incentive for both 

industry and consumers to conserve energy and enhance 

efficiency. …Carbon pricing can lead to innovation and 

new technologies that have positive outcomes for 

consumers and position Canadian firms to be suppliers of 

less carbon-intensive products and services.”

- Canadian Council of Chief Executives



2 Innovation - can lower costs, improve 

performance

Credit: Huffington Post



(Clean) innovation

Electric car battery costsSolar power costs



How innovation happens (sort of)



Public investment in innovation



How Clean Innovation Happens

Clean
Innovation
needs more



Multiple roles for government

Fundamental 
Research

Applied
Research

Technology 
Development and 

Demonstration

Product 
Commercialization 

and Market 
Development

Market Entry & 
Market Volume

Framework 
Conditions

Targeted 
Measures

Carbon Pricing;
smart regs, standards

Vision & Strategy

Gov. Procurement

Public R&D

Demonstration 
Funds

Start-up 
Acceleration

Green 
Investment Bank

Export 
Market 
Support

Innovation 
Stages

Connect / lubricate 
system, remove 

barriers



How an economy works (sort of)



3 Infrastructure: the physical foundation 

on which the economy runs

Credit: Alex Garland 
Photography



$90T in global 

investment by 2030



Driving transformative policy change

1. Start with compelling vision, and specific goals

2. Reframe the discussion (“env’t vs economy”) 

1 part threat, 2 parts opportunity … can-do!

3. Convene unusual allies (biz + NGO leaders)

4. Work outside (public) + inside (gov) 

5. Base on solid research, evidence

6. Early wins, and keep momentum

7. Need lasting support across parties, regions

8. Pt. II: Structures to implement, engage



How?

1. Accelerate Clean Innovation

2. Invest in Clean Infrastructure & Skills 

3. Boost Energy & Resource Efficiency 

4. Price Pollution and Waste

5. Conserve and Value Nature

Smart Prosperity initiative

Goal:  Canada makes more economic, innovation and environmental 

progress than any developed nation over the next decade 

“New Thinking is good for the 
environment and the economy.”

45



Window of opportunity?



Want to save the planet?

Fix the economy.



Stewart Elgie

Sustainable Prosperity

selgie@sustainableprosperity.ca

sustainableprosperity.ca


